EXERCISES TO PROMOTE PROPER WORK POSTURE

Stand with your back against a wall - heels, gluts, and head touching
the wall. If you have difficulty getting your head to touch the wall
without looking up or arching your back, you have a forward head
posture (see above). This will lead to pain and degeneration. Work
DAILY to get your head to the wall without looking up. Try to
maintain position when you walk away from wall.

This…..

leads to this:

With forward head rounded shoulder posture, some muscles are tight
while others are weak. Sitting at a desk working on a computer all day
encourages this poor posture. The following exercises will address this
tightness/weakness and should be performed throughout the day:
1. Upper trap (ear to shoulder) and levator scap (chin to armpit) stretches:
Hold 30 seconds, repeat 3 times or throughout the day

2. Shoulder pinches/retractions: Sit up tall and pinch your shoulder blades
together. Hold 10 seconds, repeat 10 times/hour.

3. Doorway pect stretch: stand with forearm against doorframe, elbow
bent 90°; take a small step forward and slightly rotate your body away
from your arm until you feel a good stretch in your pect/chest. Hold 30
sec and repeat 3 times. Repeat with your arm in slightly higher and
lower positions to focus on different parts of the pectoralis muscle.

4. Deep neck flexor strengthening: lay on your back and tuck your chin in;
lift your entire head 1 inch off the table without allowing your nose to
move up and down and hold for 10 seconds. Can perform in standing:
push head back, resisting with hands. Hold 10 sec, repeat 10 times.

TIPS WHILE WORKING AT YOUR DESK:
1. Keep your chair scooted up close to the desk to keep you from leaning
forward; your back should always touch the back of the chair
2. The computer screen should be at eye level
3. Proper chair height: your knees should be slightly lower than your hips
and your ankles directly under your knees
4. Use a pad or the desk to support your forearms when you type; do not
type without this support or your neck muscles will get very tight as
they are forced to support the weight of your arms

